
TREATMENT MENU



Massage Therapies
All massage treatments provide tension release, stress reduction, circulation 

enhancement and overall wellness. All services include a consultation to focus  
on key needed areas.

Kohler Waters Signature Massage
80 minutes | Sun – Thurs £160 | Fri – Sat £170

Designed by our very own Kohler team, you will experience a blend of their favourite 
Kohler touches – beginning with a relaxing footbath followed by a harmonious full body 

massage, featuring our Kohler Signature Tranquility.

Golfer’s Recover Massage
80 minutes | Sun – Thurs £160 | Fri – Sat £170

Designed to ease tension and increase flexibility with specific stretching techniques, 
the therapist personalises the massage to your specific needs while concentrating on 

the shoulders, upper back, chest, and hips as well as forearms and wrists.



 Hot Stone Massage
80 minutes | Sun – Thurs £160 | Fri – Sat £170

An extraordinary ancient ritual for the body using hot stones, which immediately bestow 
relaxation, alleviating tension, stress and anxiety, and promotes detoxification. This treatment 

eases aches and pains, stimulates the metabolism and restores vitality and balance.

NEW Tranquility™ Massage
80 minutes | Sun – Thurs £160 | Fri – Sat £170

A unique sensorial and armoatic well-being ritual for the body aimed at favouring complete 
relaxation of mind and body. Through the application of really light pressure at a slow pace, 

experience a profound sense of well-being that results in relaxed muscles, improved circulation, 
and visibly oxygenating, luminous and nourished skin.

Custom Massage
50 minutes | Sun – Thurs £135 | Fri – Sat £145

This universal and fully customisable back massage encourages relaxation and targets areas of 
tension. A variety of techniques and range of pressure are used to meet your specific needs.

Beginning, During & After Maternity Massage
50 minutes | Sun – Thurs £135 | Fri – Sat £145
80 minutes | Sun – Thurs £160 | Fri – Sat £170

In these phases it is important to concentrate on nourishing the skin to ensure it remains soft, 
supple, and elastic to avoid stretch marks. Due to stretching of the skin, it can feel very itchy and 

tight, and therefore best to deeply nourish it to offer a sense of relief and comfort.



Wellness Treatments
These Made for Life Organic treatments are especially beneficial for those undergoing 
medical treatments as it completely rejuvenates the entire body and mind, leaving you 

with the overwhelming sense of tranquillity and relaxation.

They are perfect for those whose skin feels damaged by medications,  
stress, and the outside world. 

Hand on Heart
50 minutes | Sun – Thurs £135 | Fri – Sat £145
80 minutes | Sun – Thurs £160 | Fri – Sat £170

This deeply relaxing and nurturing spa ritual is suitable for all and is aimed to soothe bodies 
that are under pressure and stress. Smooth, slow, and rhythmic Tui Na and gentle touch is 
applied to the scalp, face, back, and shoulders. These slow Chinese movements rebalance 

and calm the upper body. This facial eases any tension and replenishes, nourishes, and 
revives the skin.

This treatment is especially beneficial for those undergoing medical treatments as it 
completely rejuvenates the entire body and mind leaving you with the overwhelming sense 

of tranquillity and relaxation.

NEW Reflexology
50 minutes | Sun – Thurs £135 | Fri– Sat £145

Complementary therapy which naturally balances and treats the whole body, by using 
compression massage to the reflex areas of the feet. Start with a welcome foot bath before 
tension is released, circulation is improved, and a general feeling of well-being is achieved.



Facial Treatments
All Kohler Waters Spa facials include cleansing, toning, exfoliation, and facial 

massage with hand and foot hydration. Your spa therapist will also provide a personal 
evaluation to assess your skin care needs and provide any recommendations.

Kohler Waters Signature Facial
80 minutes | Sun – Thurs £170 | Fri – Sat £180

As unique to you as your thumbprint, your skin is a living expression of your life, 
and it changes in response to the season, stress, and diet. So your skin deserves a 

treatment designed just for you. This luxurious treatment increases hydration, firms 
and tones. Antioxidants repair the skin and leave a vibrant glow. Includes a relaxing 

back treatment and an anti-ageing hand treatment.

Youth Revealing Pioneer Treatment
80 minutes | Sun – Thurs £170 | Fri – Sat £180

This innovative pioneer youth revealing facial from Phytomer, uses the patented 
marine ingredient Extra Marine Filler, to enable lines and wrinkles to be filled  

within 15 minutes. The use of a new and unique massage procedure stimulates 
micro-circulation to oxygenate and revitalise, encouraging muscle relaxation  

to smooth lines and wrinkles and restore skin elasticity. The result – lines  
and wrinkles are diminished, the skin is softer, smoother and more radiant.  

Also includes a relaxing back massage.



Classic Prescription Facial
50 minutes | Sun – Thurs £140 | Fri – Sat £150

Customised for your specific needs, your therapist will guide you in selecting the components 
that are right for the needs of your skin on the day of your service. From the style of your 

exfoliation treatment and the masque that soothes your revitalised cells, to the body 
treatments and finishing touches that rejuvenate your mind and body, we invite you to 

choose. Before your treatment begins, you and your therapist will spend a few moments 
exploring the options and designing your classic facial.

NEW Cyfolia Organic Radiance Plumping Facial 
50 minutes | Sun – Thurs £140 | Fri– Sat £150

With CYFOLIA ORGANIC, our new essential skin careline, PHYTOMER continues its 
commitment to preserving and protecting your skin and the sea. Its organic CYFOLIA 

algae, native to Brittany, leaves skin radiant and glowing once more.

NEW Skin Escape For Men Wrinkle Correction Firming Treatment 
50 minutes | Sun – Thurs £140 | Fri– Sat £150

This treatment offers true resurfacing to fill wrinkles and restructure the face. The skin 
is visibly smoother and firmer, signs of fatigue are erased, the complexion is more 

even and the skin regains its freshness.



Body Wraps & Scrubs
Exfoliation improves the texture of your skin, helps reduce lines and allows deeper 

absorption of moisturisers and antioxidants.

Kohler Waters Wrap-Signature
80 minutes | Sun – Thurs £160 | Fri – Sat £170

This signature body wrap starts with a gentle exfoliation using a marine sponge 
before your body is drenched with a warm oil enriched with trace elements and 

minerals. Fresh lavender petals are then scattered over your body giving you a sense 
of deep relaxation and well-being. While cocooned in warmth you will receive a 

detoxifying facial treatment, followed by a scalp and facial massage. Your skin will be 
left visibly rejuvenated and nourished.

Himalayan Salt & Moisturise 
50 minutes | Sun – Thurs £135 | Fri – Sat £145

The treatment starts with an exhilarating salt scrub, a combination of the precious 
pink Himalayan salt, followed by aromatic oil to completely detoxify the body, ease 

aches and pains, stimulate the metabolism, and restore vitality and balance.



Bathing Treatments
Salus per aquam, a latin translation for health through water. Generally speaking, 
heat is used to quiet and soothe the body and slow down the activity of internal 

organs. Cold is used to stimulate and invigorate, increasing activity within the body. 
Not recommended during pregnancy.

Riverbath with Massage
90 minutes | Sun – Thurs £170 | Fri – Sat £180

Bring calm to your body and spirit with a cleansing exfoliation with a Vichy  
hydro-massage. Then enter the RiverBath by Kohler with a full spectrum of eight 

sequential colour hues and invigorating whirlpool jets. A 50 minute massage follows 
for complete relaxation.

SŌK Overflowing Bath with Massage
90 minutes | Sun – Thurs £170 | Fri – Sat £180

Submerge from the top of your shoulders in the SŌK overflowing bath by Kohler. The 
chroma-therapy full colour spectrum feature takes you through a bathing rainbow.  

A dry body brushing exfoliation prepares the body for mineral absorption in the bath. 
A 50-minute massage completes this rejuvenating experience.



Hydrotherapy

Lavender Rain-Signature
80 minutes | Sun – Thurs £160 | Fri – Sat £170

Relax and inhale the calming and balancing benefits of fresh lavender in this 
completely balancing and rejuvenating spa experience. A nourishing body scrub with 
marine salt crystal awakens the body, and a warm rinse under our KOHLER® Custom 

Vichy shower soothes it. This signature treatment includes a full body moisturiser 
and hot stone treatment on the back and feet.



Spa Rituals

Sea Holistic Face & Body Ritual
90 minutes | Sun – Thurs £170 | Fri – Sat £180

With a combination of effleurage strokes, pressure, and stretching, this highly 
original massage using marine salt crystals and fresh lavender in warm boluses 

restores the body’s balance and provides a sensation of absolute well-being. The 
body is deeply relaxed and the skin is left feeling remineralised and beautifully soft. 

This treatment includes a full body exfoliation and mini facial treatment.

Himalayan Salt Stone Massage Ritual
90 minutes | Sun – Thurs £170 | Fri – Sat £180

An extraordinary ancient ritual for the body which begins with body massage using 
warm Himalayan salt stones, which immediately bestow relaxation, alleviating 
tension, stress, and anxiety. The treatment then proceeds with an exhilarating 
salt scrub, a combination of the precious pink Himalayan salt with a nourishing 

aromatic oil to completely detoxify the body, ease aches and pains, stimulate the 
metabolism, and restore vitality and balance.

New The Outer Glow Ritual
90 minutes | Sun – Thurs £170 | Fri– Sat £180

Using our unique scrub, we will start our treatment with full body exfoliation, 
followed by full body massage using nourishing oil and finishing with mini facial. 

This invigorating and refreshing all over treatment leaves the skin top-to-toe soft, 
revitalised and hydrated. Simply go and glow treatment!



Finishing Treatments

Golfer’s Foot Renewal – Signature Treatment  
50 minutes men | £67     80 minutes women | £82 

Restore your feet after an exhilarating day of golf. Includes a scrub, cooling mask applied to 
the feet and lower legs, followed by a pressure point foot massage.

Healthy Hands Manicure – Signature Treatment  
50 minutes | £67

This manicure exfoliates and moisturises. Following a paraffin mask, heated spa mitts 
enhance the moisturising effect. Hand massage and nail polish complete this service.

Margaret Dabbs Supreme Manicure  
50 minutes | £57

Giving outstanding results, with the indulgence of the full range of Margaret Dabbs  
products and finishing with a wonderful hand and lower arm massage.  

Simply the best manicure you can find.

Margaret Dabbs Supreme Pedicure  
50 minutes | £67

Giving outstanding long-lasting results, with the indulgence of the full range of Margaret 
Dabbs Fabulous Feet products and finishing with a foot bath and wonderful foot massage.




